From:
Sent: 13 July 2015 10:21
To: Jeni Jackson
Subject: New houses-Pyrford
Dear Ms Jackson
I am a resident of 11 CROSSACRES ,PYRFORD WOODS ,GU228QS.
I am emailing in regard to the proposed housing developments in Pyrford.
My family have been local residents for over 30 years , and we have witnessed over this time
the local road infrastructure becoming totally inadequate for the increase of traffic over this
period.
West Byfleet in the rush hour and school run times can become gridlocked . The major
crossroad junction in West Byfleet has been the scene of traffic accidents over the years. The
traffic jams leading up to the junction at Sheerwater road is now a daily occurrence, This has
been caused by the expansion of the Sheerwater trading estates. The.The movement of
vehicles from Pyrford and West Byfleet into Ripley is another daily deadlock, especially at the
T junction at Ripley High St.
The impact of Brooklands over the last 20 years has seen a tremendous increase of traffic
flow and the road network was never improved to accommodate this. We moved from
Woodham Lane 13 years ago, because of traffic noise and air pollution.
In addition, the whole are becomes a short cut for traffic when there are problems on the M25
between Junctions 11 and 10, it can the take over an hour from Pyrford woods to West
Byfleet-it is 1.1 miles !
For any expansion of housing in this area( including Broadoaks and the proposed
developments in Send ) a complete restructure of the road network is required. The roads
currently are not fit for purpose and it has been like this for years. , Any development that
increases traffic flow will make the location chaotic.
Local road planning has never been a great success in Woking , I cannot imagine these
housing proposals will make any difference to those decisions , I am lodging my objections to
these plans , and look forward to receiving acknowledgement that this has been lodged
accordingly.
Kind Regards
Bob Woodward
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